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WAS PAUL HAPPY? A CONTEXTUAL READING OF PHIL 3:1-4:1 IN CONVERSATION WITH NORTH 

AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGY AND ITS LIMITATIONS1 

Greg Carey, Lancaster Theological Seminary 

 In an age when self-help books sell better than any other genre, the social sciences and the 

world of popular publishing have witnessed a flurry of publications related to happiness. The University 

of Pennsylvania’s Positive Psychology Center,2 founded and led by Martin E. P. Seligman, boasts a robust 

website full of helpful resources, including an Authentic Happiness page that offers questionnaires and 

links to myriad sources of other information.3 And don’t forget the Center’s Facebook page. So 

influential is this movement that it exerts serious influence in the realm of public education. Many 

educators now believe that “grit,” rather than raw intelligence, is the key to educational success. Angela 

Ducksworth, a Seligman student, showed “that measures of self-control can be a more reliable indicator 

of students’ grade-point averages than their I.Q.’s.”4 It remains to be seen how much this research 

affects educational policy, but bestsellers like Seligman’s bestselling Learned Optimism: How to Change 

Your Mind and Life and Jonathan Haidt’s The Happiness Hypothesis are finding rich audiences and broad 

applications.5 Happiness research has attracted renewed interest in moral philosophy, including 

historical approaches.6 

                                                           
1 This essay takes on the same subject as one by Colleen Shantz, “’I Have Learned to Be Content’: Happiness 
According to St. Paul,” in Brent A. Strawn, ed., The Bible and the Pursuit of Happiness: What the Old and New 
Testaments Teach Us about the Good Life (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 187-201. Shantz employs Phil 
3:4b-8a as one of two case studies. Here I avoid overlapping with or critiquing Shantz’ conclusions, which stand on 
their own. This paper foregrounds the question of contextual hermeneutics, pursuing it through the ways in which 
Paul expresses value. The result is a related but somewhat different take on Paul. 
2 Online: http://www.positivepsychology.org.  
3 Online: https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu.  
4 Paul Tough, “What If the Secret to Success Is Failure?” New York Times Magazine, September 14, 2011. Online: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/18/magazine/what-if-the-secret-to-success-is-failure.html. On grit, see 
Seligman, Flourish: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-being (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
2011), 101-25. 
5 Seligman, Learned Optimism: How to Change Your Mind and Life (New York: Free Press, 1998); Haidt, The 
Happiness Hypothesis: Finding Modern Truth in Ancient Wisdom (New York: Basic Books, 2006). 
6 For example, Steven M. Cahn and Christine Vitrano, Happiness: Classic and Contemporary Readings in Philosophy 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Daniel M. Haybron, Happiness: A Very Short Introduction (New York: 

http://www.positivepsychology.org/
https://www.authentichappiness.sas.upenn.edu/
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/09/18/magazine/what-if-the-secret-to-success-is-failure.html
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 Naturally, the movement has attracted critics, so many that a recent Harvard Business Review  

piece describes “The Happiness Backlash.”7 Critics have replied that happiness makes a very poor end in 

itself (more on this later); that a fixation on happiness leads to selfishness and shallowness; that a 

happiness culture inevitably shames people who struggle with difficult times and temperaments; and 

that unhappiness often leads to new sensitivity and wisdom.8 On the other hand, happiness research 

has found its advocates within theology, albeit in tempered forms. Theologian Ellen T. Charry undertook 

a major project on God and the Art of Happiness, while a larger Emory University Center for the Study of 

Law and Religion project on happiness generated a consultation followed by a major publication to 

which I contributed, The Bible and the Pursuit of Happiness.9 According to Charry, Western theology has 

tended to reserve happiness for the afterlife, when believers dwell beyond the effects of sin and reside 

in the full presence of God.10 This emphasis, she argues, overlooks God’s own joy, which occurs when 

God’s creatures flourish, as a ground for a doctrine of happiness.11 Instead of happiness, some 

theologians, including Mary Clark Moschella and Miroslav Wolf, are pursuing the question of joy and 

human flourishing.12 

 One criticism against the happiness movement, if we may call it so, is particularly relevant for 

our conversation about contextual biblical hermeneutics. Happiness research often draws upon Indian 

and Buddhist wisdom, with a particular emphasis on the positive power of mindfulness. However, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Oxford University Press, 2013); Haybron, The Pursuit of Unhappiness: The Elusive Psychology of Well-Being (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2008); Darrin M. McMahon, Happiness: A History (New York: Grove Press, 2006); 
and Vitrano, The Nature and Value of Happiness (Boulder: Westview Press, 2014). 
7 Alison Beard, “The Happiness Backlash,” HBR July-August 2015. Online: https://hbr.org/2015/07/the-happiness-
backlash.  
8 See Eric G. Wilson, Against Happiness: In Praise of Melancholy (New York: Sarah Crichton Books, 2008); and 
Barbara Ehrenreich, Bright-Sided: How Positive Thinking is Undermining America (New York: Picador, 2009). 
9 Charry, God and the Art of Happiness (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2010); Strawn, ed., The Bible and the 
Pursuit of Happiness. 
10 “The Necessity of Divine Happiness: A Response from Systematic Theology,” in Strawn, ed., The Bible and the 
Pursuit of Happiness, 232. 
11 Ibid., 246. 
12 See Miroslav Volf and Justin E. Crisp, ed., Joy and Human Flourishing: Essays on Theology, Culture, and the Good 
Life (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2015). Moschella is pursuing a long-term research project on the topic. 

https://hbr.org/2015/07/the-happiness-backlash
https://hbr.org/2015/07/the-happiness-backlash
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current search for happiness makes most sense in the context of a consumerist, individualistic Western 

culture such as our own late capitalist moment in the United States. Having called America “a nation of 

true consumers,” Eric G. Wilson writes: “We are beginning to see that this American quest for happiness 

is not merely a pastime, an occasional undertaking. We are starting to realize that this push for earthly 

bliss is at the core of the American soul.”13 

 My own stance is somewhat pragmatic. As one who reads theologically, I turn to happiness 

research as a conversation partner. Attending to this research brings out dimensions of the texts that 

may otherwise escape our attention. Sometimes the research challenges the biblical text. In some cases 

the biblical texts complement or challenge the research. I read with all these possibilities in mind.  

Framing Paul with Happiness? 

 Setting aside for the moment debates concerning happiness as a pursuit, we also face the 

question of whether Paul would recognize our concerns over happiness. To some degree this is an old 

fashioned cultural and historical question. Surely contemporary readers may apply our own concerns to 

Paul; there’s no trouble in that. But we also find it useful to ask whether our conversations reflect Paul’s 

own interests. 

 What do we mean by happiness? Although people commonly associate happiness with a 

positive emotional state, philosophers and psychologists have tended to interpret happiness in terms of 

more enduring human flourishing. In my own thinking, this paper represents a small turn back to the 

common view. Following Daniel M. Haybron, I posit happiness “as a kind of emotional evaluation of your 

life.”14 Notice that Haybron considers happiness an emotional state, but he qualifies that emotional 

state with the language of evaluation. Emotional states come and go, especially when they are tethered 

to fleeting realities. What conditions lead us to a positive evaluation of life, and does it make sense to 

bring this question to Paul? 

                                                           
13 Against Happiness, 20-21. 
14 Happiness, 19. 
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 Most interpreters perceive Stoic influence in Paul’s letters, and in ways that relate directly to the 

question of happiness. Recognizing that life, or Fate, can turn on us in an instant, the Stoics pursued 

happiness through training in equanimity. We typically associate the Stoics with self-control, the 

discipline of desire, but their true aspiration resided with virtue or excellence, the only assured path to 

happiness.15 A happy thing, the Stoics argued, lives according to its nature. Living the fullness of human 

excellence, then, defines the happy human. Cicero, for example, critiques the view that pain is evil by 

imagining a person who remains happy under torture (On Moral Ends 3.42). Paul never employs the 

language of virtue (aretē), but he cares greatly about faithfulness and righteousness.16 Persecution or 

suffering, Paul maintains, nourish a host of virtues (Rom 5:3-5).  

Troels Engberg-Pedersen argues that happiness did not concern Paul.17 I am not sure I agree. 

Admittedly, Paul’s vocabulary only scarcely includes the standard terms for happiness. Scholars often 

identify two Greek words, eudaimonia and makaria, with the language of happiness. As far as happiness 

is concerned, eudaimonia reflects Aristotle’s notion of happiness as virtue on action.18 Eudaimonia never 

occurs in the New Testament. Makarios, conventionally translated as “blessed,” often connotes acts of 

blessing, often from God but also among people. When Leah bears Asher she cries, “Happy am I! For the 

women will call me happy” (Gen 30:13). Is Leah simply describing herself as happy or even fortunate, or 

should we read into her exclamation gratitude that God has blessed her? Psalm 1:1 declares happy, or 

blessed, the one who delights in the law. Personally, I find it difficult to read the Beatitudes in terms of 

simple happiness. “Blessed are the poor in spirit” only makes sense to me if one imagines God as the 

one doing the blessing. Paul’s undisputed letters use makarios language infrequently. When he does it is 

not quite clear whether he refers to divine blessing or to generally well-being. He apparently employs 

                                                           
15 McMahon, Happiness, 55. 
16 Rather than virtue, righteousness occurs in five of Paul’s seven undisputed letters. 
17 Troels Engberg-Pedersen, Paul and the Stoics (Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2000), 47. 
18 Colleen Shantz, “’I Have Learned to Be Content’: Happiness According to St. Paul,” in Strawn, ed., The Bible and 
the Pursuit of Happiness, 189. 
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both senses. Romans 4:6-9 involves a discussion of who inherits Abraham’s blessing. Romans 14:22 

pronounces happy those who do not condemn themselves by acting contrary to their convictions, as 1 

Cor 7:40 proclaims happy the widow who remains unmarried. The NRSV translates makarismos as 

“goodwill” in Gal 4:15, a reading that makes sense to me. In short, a lexical approach does not resolve 

the question.  

 Surely one might construct a Paul who counters contemporary Western individualism and self-

indulgence. Such a construction might well lead to the sense that happiness fits poorly upon Paul, at 

least in any sense that means something to contemporary residents of the postindustrialized North. Paul 

was no disaffected hipster. But joy? Paul drank deeply from Stoic wisdom, a tradition that valued 

happiness (eudaimonia) as the proper end of life and elevated joy over pleasure.19 That’s the language 

of Paul, who defines the kingdom of God as justice and peace and joy in the Holy Spirit (Rom 14:17) and 

who rejoices even in his misfortune (Phil 2:17; 2 Cor 6:10). It is also the language of Philippians, for 

whom Paul prays with joy (1:4). Paul does not hesitate to command joy (2:18; 3:1; 4:4; see Rom 12:12, 

15; 2 Cor 13:11; 1 Thess 5:16). He expresses the joy that can occur in response to fortunate turns of 

events, but he also exhorts joy in the midst of suffering. That kind of joy, a well-being that flourishes 

despite circumstances, runs very close to contemporary happiness literature and in my view holds 

relevance for the topic. 

 With respect to happiness and joy, Paul, the Stoics, and contemporary happiness researchers all 

agree on one basic point. We all tend to seek happiness in counterproductive ways. We cannot acquire 

happiness. If happiness is an end in itself, it will slip through our fingers. The experience of happiness or 

joy requires a reorientation of the self. 

Philippians 3:1-4:1 

                                                           
19 Engberg-Pedersen, Paul and the Stoics, 47; Yung Suk Kim, A Transformative Reading of the Bible: Explorations of 
Holistic Human Transformation (Eugene: Cascade Books, 2013), 20, citing Derk Pereboom, “Stoic Psychotherapy in 
Descartes and Spinoza,” Faith and Philosophy 11 (1994): 592-625. See William B. Irvine, A Guide to the Good Life: 
The Ancient Art of Stoic Joy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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 Identifying Philippians 3:1-4:1 as an object for analysis is arbitrary. Indeed, a major transition 

from one part (or fragment) of the letter to another occurs within Phil 3:1 itself. Philippians 3:1 begins 

with a “final” call to rejoice in the Lord, then gives way to a self-conscious reflection on why Paul must 

write. Philippians 4:1 closes the discussion regarding the “dogs” who promote circumcision, which 

begins in the second sentence of 3:1. Source critics have long noticed that it makes little sense for Paul 

“finally” to call the Philippians to rejoice, then indulge in his attack against the “dogs.” In other words, 

the passage I have chosen – more precisely, excised – from Philippians transitions from a call to joy 

toward an admonition to avoid the dogs. 

 A paper on happiness in Philippians might well turn to more obvious passages. Elsewhere Paul 

rejoices in his imprisonment (1:18), calls the Philippians to rejoice and abandon anxiety, and celebrates 

his own capacity to find contentment regardless of circumstances (4:10-13). Such sentiments would 

warm the Stoic heart. 

 According to the social psychologists, meaningful relationships provide one key determinant of 

happiness.20 The Stoics did write about friendship, but their understanding of friendship differs from the 

relationships Paul implies. For Stoics friendship is possible only when both parties share a basic 

detachment from external things, including relationships.21 Stoic ethics possesses a certain solitariness, 

or individualism. In isolation, Philippians 3:1-4:1 participates in that solitary ethos. However, other 

sections of Philippians call attention to the close, if sometimes frayed, social networks that tie Paul with 

the Philippians, who themselves provide a source of joy (1:4, 18, 25; 2:2, 17-18, 25-30; 4:1). 

According to Colleen Shantz, Paul offers his congregations both story and identity.22 Researchers 

have documented a relationship between constructing a meaningful story of one’s life and happiness, 

                                                           
20 Seligman, Flourish, 20-26; Haidt, Happiness Hypothesis, 94.  
21 Richard Kreitner, “The Stoics and the Epicureans on Friendship, Sex, and Love,” The Montréal Review January 
2012. Online: http://www.themontrealreview.com/2009/The-Stoics-and-the-Epicureans-on-Friendship-Sex-and-
Love.php.  
22 “Happiness According to St. Paul.” 

http://www.themontrealreview.com/2009/The-Stoics-and-the-Epicureans-on-Friendship-Sex-and-Love.php
http://www.themontrealreview.com/2009/The-Stoics-and-the-Epicureans-on-Friendship-Sex-and-Love.php
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particularly in recovering from trauma.23 Haybron perceives a direct correlation between narrative and 

identity with wellbeing. “How well the narrative of one’s life goes depends, at least in part, on how 

things go with respect to the commitments that shape one’s identity.”24 In Philippians 3:4-15 Paul spells 

out a narrative identity, one identity that he has left behind and a new one he embraces. Shantz keenly 

observes that Paul’s “former” life includes values the positive psychology movement would embrace: 

markers of belonging and purpose.25 Paul has lost these goods. 

However, it is critical that Paul chooses these losses and replaces them with other goods. Paul 

has a telos, or purpose, which involves a union with Christ. The positive psychology movement posits a 

sense of purpose or contribution as a key contributor to happiness. Three among Seligman’s five 

elements of well-being – engagement, meaning, and accomplishment – relate to Paul’s story.26 Paul’s 

language indicates agency: he chooses this path. It points to striving: he has not yet achieved and strains 

ahead. (Indeed, it seems that progress contributes more to happiness than does achievement.)27 And 

Paul points to a greater telos, participation in Christ at multiple levels. 

Paul’s telos speaks back to positive psychology. Paul invokes the language of vocation. From his 

perspective, he is pursuing not just any meaning, but the meaning to which he is called, a klēsis. He has 

rejected one set of standards for another. We ought not, I think, under estimate the importance of 

calling. If we’re talking about emotional health, Mother Teresa was not happy, but she had a calling. One 

wonders whether Dietrich Bonhoeffer or Martin Luther King, Jr., would have called themselves happy. 

Each was known for his ability to enjoy laughter and good company, but each carried enormous 

burdens. All three carried a sense of calling. 

                                                           
23 Haidt, Happiness Hypothesis, 147-49. 
24 Pursuit of Unhappiness, 193. 
25 “Happiness According to St. Paul,” 195. 
26 Flourish, 16-20. 
27 Haidt, Happiness Hypothesis, 82-84. 
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Paul also steps beyond the Stoics, if not the social psychologists,28 by embracing attachment. 

This point seems critical to me. Christine Vitrano questions Stoic indifference, wondering “whether such 

fierce control over our emotions does not also inhibit or limit the experience of happiness.29 Despite 

Paul’s boast that he endures all circumstances in Christ, most readers perceive Paul as quite attached to 

his network of relationships. In Philippians 3, this attachment takes the form of exhorting the Philippians 

to imitate his pattern of life.30 Paul indeed abandons his former marks of identity, but he embraces new 

ones. In the larger context of Philippians, Paul longs for community and seeks to build it. Like the Stoics, 

Paul seeks a community founded on common aspirations; unlike the Stoics, Paul knows this community 

will not attain an ideal state. 

Finally, Paul employs the language of mystical experience, a dimension for which neither the 

Stoics nor the psychologists make room. Social psychology does attempt to engage people’s claims to 

religious experience, but by definition it cannot posit an objective referent for those reports. As a 

theologically inclined reader, I simply note Paul’s language of knowing and being known by Christ, along 

with the intense language of participation in the power and suffering marked by Christ’s resurrection 

and death.31 I offer this point not as special pleading, and certainly not as a criticism of positive 

psychology research, but simply to point out what would have been obvious to Paul. Not just any pursuit 

would do. 

 

                                                           
28 See Haidt, Happiness Hypothesis, 87-106. 
29 The Nature and Value of Happiness, 52. 
30 In contrast to Elizabeth Castelli, I see Paul’s mimēsis language as restricted to the pattern of cruciform sacrifice. 
Castelli, Imitating Paul: A Discourse of Power (Literary Currents in Biblical Interpretation; Louisville: Westminster 
John Knox Press, 1991). See Michael J. Gorman, Apostle of the Crucified Lord: A Theological Introduction to Paul 
and His Letters (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 2004), 444. 
31 Oddly, Paul moves from resurrection to death in Phil 3:11.  


